This project is aimed at developing a new integrated microfluidic system for high throughput cell sorting and analysis. This micro-device will be able to sort rare cells, like circulating tumour cells in whole blood, and analyse them by bright field and fluorescence microscopy at high magnification. The sample flows through an array of magnetic columns that are coated with antibodies. These antibodies are specific of membrane protein that are expressed by the target cells and allow their capture in chip. Once they are trapped on columns, their shape and the expression of other proteins are observed by microscopy.
INTRODUCTION
The search and analysis of rare cells, like circulating tumour cells (CTC) in blood can have a strong diagnosis and prognosis value, for evaluating risks of metastases and tumour cells dissemination. Recent work demonstrated that, in a microfluidic-sized system, CTC sorting with a high diagnosis value can be achieved with starting blood volumes of 2 ml only [1] . At µTAS 2007, we demonstrated the specificity and very high yield of our principle for cell capture, using two populations of lymphocytes. In that first-generation system, the maximum flow rate was a few tens microliter per hour [2] , suitable for the typing of cells relatively abundant in the initial solution, at least 1%.
THEORY
The principle of cell separation in our first-generation system, is based on an immunoaffinity separation matrix made of magnetic beads, self-assembled [3] onto a pattern of magnetic traps prepared by microcontact printing (figure 1). Here, we propose a second generation system, keeping the principle of magnetic beads assembly, but extending the throughput to values compatible with rare cell sorting, by a change in geometry. Also, we extend cell characterization power, demonstrating the possibility to perform in a fully automated way, on the captured cell population, immunofluorescent staining with different markers, cell fixation, labelling with morphological staining reagents routinely used by anatomopathologists, and high magnification observation. 
EXPERIMENTAL
To quantify the performance of the sorting device, we detect B-lymphocytes expressing CD19 membrane protein (Raji cell line, CD19+) mixed with Tlymphocytes (Jurkat cell lines, CD19-). Target cells are recognized using a green cell tracker CMFDA dye. The capture of epithelial cells (MCF7 cell line) spiked in a mixture of lymphocytes was also studied, as a model for the dissemination of epithelial cells from a primary tumour (e.g. breast cancer) in blood.
The cell title is determined with a heamatocymeter and the desired concentration of cells is then prepared by dilution.
Hexagonal arrays of ferrofluids spots are formed by microcontact printing on a cover glass. PDMS microchannels (figure 2) are sealed after a plasma treatment. The flows of reagents are controlled dynamically using an 8 channels microfluidic controller (MFCS, Fluigent, Paris) [4] . Magnetic beads (Ø=4.5µm, Dynal) are injected in the separation channel and self-organize into columns over the ferrofluid spots, using a 30mT magnetic field. The beads are grafted either with anti-CD19 antibody or anti-EpCAM antibody, depending on the targeted population of cells.
After rinsing, the cell mixture is injected in the sorting system. Finally, rinsing solutions and reagents for staining are sequentially injected under MFCS fluidic automation. Cells are observed in bright field and in fluorescent light at high magnification. Multiparameter immunotyping was clinically validated on lymphoma typing applications. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cell mixture with 1 positive cell per 1000 negative were studied. The throughput was 0.5 mL/h, about 100 times higher than in our 2007 prototype. The global capture yield was 55+/-10%.
Finally, cells were stained in-chip with anti-CD19 FITC (membrane), Hoechst (nucleus) and with May-Grunwald-Giemsa reagents after fixation (for assay of cell morphology) (figure 3). a
Figure 3. In chip immunostaining and May-Grunwald Giemsa coloration of lymphocytes B cells (Raji). (a) Bright field image. (b) Staining with anti-CD19-FITC antibody. (c) Hoechst staining. (d) Merge image of (b) and (c). (e) May-Grünwald-Giemsa staining.

CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new microfluidic system able to sort cells according to surface biomarkers phenotype at high throuput. We showed that templated self-assembly provides rather unique and significant improvements, to implement cell-beads recognition in a highly reproducible and controlled way, without the need of complex and costly microfabrication steps or equipment. As compared to other cell sorting systems, such as conventional batch magnetic sorting, FACS, or the CellSearch system, this system has the main advantage of offering a flexible platform for the study of the captured cell. Since the magnetic array is directly stamped on a coverslip, the system is fully compatible will all the tools of modern high resolution microscopy, including 100X oil immersion objectives, epifluorescence, confocal or two photon microscopy,... The automated search and analysis of images should also be facilitated as compared to random immobilization on antibody-functionalized surfaces.
